Mathematics Re
Review
view Using Word Problems

Goldiklutzylocks and the Three Bears
Name: _____________________ Date_____________

Show your work.
1. Once upon a time, there were three bears - ages 2, 20, and 26. What
was their average age?

2. The youngest bear wanted the latest new breakfast cereal – pineapple
flavoured porridge (He’d heard about it from a friend in Hawaii). Baby
Bear had saved fifty 10 cents coins (he lived in the Canadian Rockies).
How much money had Baby Bear saved?

3. The pineapple porridge cost $3.60. What is the difference between the
amount Baby Bear saved and the cost of the porridge?

4. There were 6 sachets of pineapple flavoured porridge in the box. How
much did each sachet cost?
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5. After going out to buy the porridge, Baby Bear decided he wanted to
telephone his friend in Hawaii, where it was 10 a.m. Baby Bear’s time
zone was four hours ahead. What was the time where he was?

6. The three bears lived in the woods and the phone company said this
made their calls more expensive. The cost - 60 cents per minute for
international calls. If Baby Bear spoke to his friend in Hawaii for 12
minutes, how much did the call cost?

7. Just after putting the pineapple porridge into 3 bowls, the electricity
went out in their house. It was powered by solar panels on the roof. 6
panels were fixed to it. Each panel usually cost $500. However, Daddy
Bear managed to get a discount and bought each one at $400. How much
money did it cost to cover the roof in solar panels?

8. How much money did Daddy Bear save by getting a discount?
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9. “I knew that wolf would sell you dodgy solar panels!” Mummy Bear
exclaimed. “He didn’t really want to give you a discount. Let’s go and
speak to him right now!” The three bears had to walk to the wolf’s home
2.5 kilometres away. How many metres is that?

10. Luckily it was a beautiful day and the bears decided to play leap frog
on the way to the wolf. Daddy Bear jumped 50 centimetres, Mummy
Bear 70 centimetres and Baby Bear jumped 80 centimetres (they were big
animals). How many metres did they jump altogether?

11. Meanwhile, a girl had wandered to the house of the three bears. Her
name, Goldiklutzylocks. She had got lost from the local summer camp.
Goldiklutzylocks had drunk half of her 1 litre bottle of water. How many
millilitres were left?

12. Goldiklutzylocks was hungry as well as thirsty. The front door of the
house was ajar and she walked in. Whoops! The door fell off. No worries.
Goldiklutzylocks was so happy to find food on a table as she entered and
ate two-thirds of the porridge. How many bowls of porridge were left?
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13. After eating the porridge, Goldiklutzylocks felt tired and decided to
look for a bedroom to lie down. Unfortunately, the chair she was sitting
on broke as she rose from the table, and she knocked over a vase of
flowers as she grabbed the table to stop her fall. It took one and a half
minutes to find the bedroom. How many seconds was that?

14. There were 3 beds in the room in the strangest shapes
Goldiklutzylocks had ever seen. One was pentagon shaped, another like a
hexagon and the third looked like a triangle. How many sides did the 3
beds have altogether?

15. Goldiklutzylocks preferred the triangle shaped bed. She thought it
was the cutest and lay down, falling asleep. Goldiklutzylocks knew all the
sides were equal in length. How many degrees were in each angle?

16. Meanwhile, the wolf decided to offer to fix the solar panels for free.
He didn’t want any more trouble. A local grandmother and her
granddaughter said the wolf had tried to eat them. They knocked on the
door of his house with a hunter at 9 a.m. It was now 3 p.m. How many
hours earlier did the three of them visit the wolf?
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17. The three bears walked back to their house, seeing the door on the
ground. The length of the longest sides of the door were 3 metres each
and the shortest sides 1 metre each. What was the perimeter of the door?

18. As they walked in, Daddy Bear and Mummy Bear asked, “Who’s been
eating my porridge?” Baby Bear exclaimed, “Phew! I’ve still got a quarter
of a litre of porridge in my bowl.” How many millilitres of pineapple
flavoured porridge did he still have?

19. Daddy Bear suddenly sniffed and Mummy Bear looked at him, wide
eyed exclaiming, “Human!” The three bears rushed to the bedroom where
they found a little girl lying on the triangle bed.
“She’s sleeping in my bed!” exclaimed Baby Bear. “And it looks like she’s
covering half of it!” What is a half as a decimal?

20. Goldiklutzylocks woke up with all the stomping, falling out of the
triangle shaped bed.
“She’s been sleeping in my bed!” exclaimed Baby Bear again.
“I’m lost,” Goldiklutzylocks told the bears. “Where’s Camp Wild Rocky
Mountain?”
Daddy Bear boomed, “1.6 kilometres that way,” and pointed in its
direction. How many metres away was Camp Wild Rocky Mountain?”
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Goldiklutzylocks ran away. There was nothing like fear to help her find
the camp. And the three bears? Daddy Bear fixed the chair, Mummy Bear
put a new vase of flowers on the table, while Baby Bear filled three bowls
once more with pineapple flavoured porridge.

The
End
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